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Precision Passive Mechanical Alignment of Wafers
Alexander H. Slocum and Alexis C. Weber

Abstract—A passive mechanical wafer alignment technique,
capable of micron and better alignment accuracy, was developed,
fabricated and tested. This technique is based on the principle
of elastic averaging: It uses mating pyramid (convex) and groove
(concave) elements, which have been previously patterned on
the wafers, to passively align wafers to each other as they are
stacked. The concave and convex elements were micro machined
on 4-in (100) silicon wafers using wet anisotropic (KOH) etching
and deep reactive ion etching. Submicron repeatability and
accuracy on the order of one micron were shown through testing.
Repeatability and accuracy were also measured as a function of
the number of engaged elements. Submicrometer repeatability
was achieved with as little as eight mating elements. Potential
applications of this technique are precision alignment for bonding
of multiwafer MEMS devices and three-dimensional (3-D) inter-
connect integrated circuits (ICs), as well as one-step alignment for
simultaneous bonding of multiple wafer stacks. Future work will
focus on minimizing the size of the elements. [920]

Index Terms—Elastic averaging, kinematic coupling, wafer
alignment, wafer bonding.

I. INTRODUCTION

SUBMICRON alignment for wafer bonding applications has
become a major limitation in the development of multi-

wafer MEMS devices and three-dimensional (3-D) intercon-
nects [1], [2]. Most wafer alignment is done by mechanically
positioning one wafer with respect to another using optical mea-
surement techniques, but the large structural loop1 makes align-
ment better than 1 difficult, and multiwafer stacks must be
assembled one at a time. In addition, for multiwafer assemblies,
when assembled one at a time, alternating curvatures have the
potential to cause subsequently added wafers to be overstressed
or deformed. Passive alignment has been used extensively for
alignment of optical fibers in MOEMS [3]–[5], and has been
used in setups for “rough” wafer-to-wafer alignment [6], and
in MEMS packaging applications [7]. Capillary forces at the
wafer-air interface between hydrophobic features patterned on
wafers can align two wafers to each other to the micron level
[8], but would be impractical for a stack of wafers.

This background gives rise to the hypothesis that there must
be a way to passively and simultaneously align multiple wafers.
Accordingly, this paper describes a methodology used to pas-
sively align wafers using the principle of elastic averaging.
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1The structural loop is the complete load path through the system, and hence
when optically aligning wafers, the structural loop includes the path from one
wafer, through the chuck and the machine to the other wafer.

Fig. 1. An object with three hemispheres (top-center) can be deterministically
and repeatably coupled to another object with either three v-grooves
(middle-right) or with a flat, a v-groove and a trihedral feature (middle left) to
create a deterministic kinematic coupling (bottom left and bottom right).

II. PRECISIONALIGNMENT PRINCIPALS

The design and manufacture of precision instruments and ma-
chines has a rich history that emphasized the use of fundamental
principles of alignment in order to continually create machines
more accurate than those available [9]. Two primary alignment
techniques come to mind, kinematic and elastic averaging [10].
The former requires a system to be statically determinant: the
number of contact points (independent constraints) equals the
number of degrees of freedom restrained. The latter assumes
the system is grossly over constrained, but each contact element
is relatively flexible, and when forces are applied to clamp the
system, the elements deform elastically and errors average.

There are many references to instruments designed as kine-
matic, or “exact constraint” systems [11]–[13]. These often use
a kinematic coupling between the elements. Fig. 1 shows two
such variants: a three-groove kinematic coupling, which was
used by Maxwell to align components in his experiments with
light, and three hemispheres mated against a flat plat, a trihedral
socket, and a v-groove that pointed toward the socket which was
used by Lord Kelvin. The detailed analysis methods for creating
kinematic couplings between components are now well known
[14], [15] where even factors such as friction between surfaces
can be overcome with the use of flexural elements to provide
compliance in the direction of friction forces, while maintaining
high normal stiffness [16].
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The principle ofelastic averagingstates that to accurately
locate two surfaces and support a large load, there should be a
large number of contact points spread out over a broad region.
Examples include curvic or Hirth couplings, which use meshed
gear teeth (of different forms respectively) to form a coupling.
The teeth are clamped together with a very large preload. This
mechanism is commonly used for indexing tables and indexing
tool turrets.Amorecommonexample is thatofawiffle treewhich
is the structure that provides support to a windshield wiper. Fig. 2
shows the principle as it would be used to allow a single point
of loading to apply an even force to 28 devices (e.g., for testing
packaged semiconductor devices). An example of the principle
ofelasticaveraging taken to itsextreme limit is thestructureof the
gecko’s feet. These animals’ feet are covered with hairs, which
continue to subdivide at their ends to the microscopic level where
theyeachthencanmakeintimatecontactwithasurfacesoVander
Waals forces enable the gecko to stick to smooth surfaces [17].

There are few references to instruments where precision
alignment is attained by elastic averaging, perhaps because
the analysis is often intractable, or perhaps because using
this method implies a higher risk associated with an overcon-
strained system being subject to distortion by assembly forces
or environmental factors; however, recently the principle was
applied to a new type of shaft coupling [18]. In addition, an
interesting elastic averaging effect in silicon was obtained by
Han who created “silicon Velcro” that can act as a surface
adhesive using thousands of interlocking features [19].

Thus we approached the problem of aligning wafers from the
perspective of investigating the possibility of using kinematic
or elastic averaging principles, or perhaps even a hybrid system.
The first step being a series of experiments to investigate what
sort of features might be formed on a wafer to enable an elastic
averaging approach. Accordingly, we turned to a very common
elastically averaged product used to stack objects together:
LEGO blocks (LEGO is a registered trademark of the LEGO
Group and LEGO Systems, Inc., Enfield, CT 06083 USA).

III. ELASTIC AVERAGING BENCH LEVEL EXPERIMENT

A series of experiments were performed on LEGO DUPLO
blocks (LEGO DUPLO is a registered trademark of the LEGO
Group and LEGO Systems, Inc., Enfield, CT 06083 USA) to
quantitatively evaluate the repeatability that can be obtained
through the principle of elastic averaging. LEGO building
blocks have a set of convex features, or primary projections
(PP) and concave features, or secondary projections (SP),
which are designed to engage with each other. When two
blocks are placed on top of each other and then forced together
(engaged or preloaded), a small interference fit between the
relatively high compliant mating features creates the necessary
frictional force to keep the blocks fixed to each other [20].

LEGO blocks of 8 and 6 PP were repeatedly assembled to
each other. The absolute position of the top and the bottom block
was recorded at every assembly cycle. The assembly’s repeata-
bility was calculated as the total range of the block’s position.2

This experiment was run on three different setups. First, the po-
sition of the blocks was taken with a Coordinate Measurement

2The data taken with the capacitive probes was normalized to the average
position for each probed face.

Fig. 2. Example of 3-D Wiffle tree structure.

Fig. 3. System used for measuring the repeatability of LEGO blocks.

TABLE I
REPEATABILITY (�m) OF 2 BY 4 PP LEGO DUPLO BLOCK

Fig. 4. Probe position and target nomenclature used in bench level experiment.

Machine (CMM) but the LEGO blocks were found to be more
repeatable than the CMM! In the second setup, a thin aluminum
sheet glued to the blocks was used as a target for capacitive
probes, but it was difficult to get stability from the adhered sheet.
These blocks were finally replaced by chrome-plated blocks in
the third setup, as shown in Fig. 3, which also shows the results
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Fig. 5. Second bench level experiment setup. A LEGO platform is epoxied to a metal base which is kinematically coupled to the measurement fixture. This
establishes a baseline repeatability (submicron).

Fig. 6. Second bench level experiment setup with 72 (24� 3) contact points (left figure) and 180 (60� 3) contact points (right figure) between the top LEGO
plate and the bottom LEGO plate structures.

TABLE II
REPEATABILITY (�m) OF MEASUREMENTSYSTEM (SECOND BENCH LEVEL EXPERIMENT)

of the first experimental attempts. Chrome-plated blocks were
used in this experiment to provide a conductive target for the ca-
pacitive probes while reducing the error induced in the previous
setup by relative movement of the aluminum sheet to the block.

Table I shows the results of the experiment, as defined in
Fig. 4, for a 30 cycle assembly-disassembly run. The repeata-
bility of the measurement system itself was determined to be of
the order of 0.1 . The nonzero repeatability of the bottom
block is attributed to creep and thermal growth due to
variations in the laboratory. It was expected thatTy (repeata-
bility of top block in the direction) be better thanTx, (re-
peatability of top block in the direction), since repeatability
is typically thought to be inversely proportional to the square
root of the number of contact points [10], and more contact
points lie along the direction then along the direction of the
blocks. However, this was not the case, and it is believed that

the Abbe error caused by the blocks’ aspect ratio, dominates
the total error. Thus the relationship between the number of con-
tact points and the magnitude of the error was indistinguishable.
Nevertheless, the repeatability values obtained are quite impres-
sive and the overall system provided good insight into how a
wafer coupling system should be designed.

A second bench level experiment was developed to evaluate
the relationship between the number of contact points and the re-
peatability of an elastically averaged coupling. The setup used,
shown in Fig. 5, allows the number of engaged primary and sec-
ondary projections between two monolithic target blocks to be
varied. The relatively stiff monolithic blocks, comprised of indi-
vidual, LEGO blocks3 that were expoxied together, were assem-
bled repeatedly while recording the top and the bottom blocks’

3Chrome plated blocks were epoxied in the monolithic blocks and used as
targets for the capacitive probes.
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TABLE III
REPEATABILITY (�m) OF SECOND BENCH LEVEL EXPERIMENT

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. (a) Solid model of the of convex structures. (b) Detail of convex structure.

absolute position. Two to five LEGO blocks, each with 2 by 6 PP
were placed between the monolithic blocks to vary the number
of contact points by which the monolithic blocks are engaged.
Fig. 6 shows the setup with 72 (2 LEGO blocks) and 180 con-
tact points (5 LEGO blocks), respectively.

The fixture used in this experiment, shown in Fig. 5, consists
of a base to which the capacitive probes are fixed to by means
of flexural clamps, and a detachable plate, to which one of the
monolithic block has been epoxied. Both parts of the fixture
are coupled to each other by a canoe-ball type4 three groove
kinematic coupling. A two-piece setup is used to allow remote
assembly and disassembly of the monolithic blocks.5

The detachable plate can be tilted away from the base, which
contains the capacitive probes, to a safe distance for block as-
sembly and disassembly. The kinematic coupling allows the de-
tachable plate to return to the original position relative to the
base with submicron repeatability. The preload for the kinematic
coupling in this experiment is provided by the mass of the top
fixture and by two permanent magnets fixed to the top and the
bottom parts of the fixture. Submicron repeatability of the mea-
surement system, as shown in Table II, was determined with this
setup. The setup was placed in an insulating chamber to reduce
errors due to thermal expansion. Table III shows the results of a

4Instead of using three balls, three surfaces with local radii of contact of
0.25 m, which were ground on a CNC grinding machine, were used so the stiff-
ness and load capacity (preloadability) of the interface are two orders of magni-
tude greater than for balls. These surfaces look like the bottom of a canoe, and
hence are calledcanoe-ballkinematic couplings, and they typically provide sub
micron repeatability even when subject to heavy loads. We use these modular
canoe-ball coupling elements in our lab because they are far less likely to be
damaged by professors in the lab.

5The capacitive probes are spaced less than 1 mm away from the monolithic
blocks; the two-piece setup prevents physical contact with the probes which
causes unwanted drift in the measurements.

25 cycle assembly–disassembly run varying the number of con-
tact points.

As expected, both repeatability and standard deviation im-
prove as the number of contact points increases. The theory of
random errors would indicate that the repeatability of an elasti-
cally averaged coupling is inversely proportional to the number
of contact points. Although this is not reflected quantitatively,
the experimental results clearly show this trend qualitatively.

IV. PASSIVE WAFER ALIGNMENT STRATEGY

Kinematic couplings and elastically averaged systems are
well known to the precision macro world, and hence these prin-
ciples were applied to create a passive mechanical alignment
technique that makes use of matching convex and concave
wafer integral features. Given that a kinematic coupling ideally
requires high precision compound angled surfaces, which are
extremely difficult to create in silicon wafers, and given the
design development of a new backlash-free spline coupling
formed by eleastically deforming interlocking engagement
fingers [22], as well as the observations that LEGO construction
bricks seem to fit together well, it was hypothesized that the
wafer-to-wafer alignment system could be created based on the
concept of elastic averaging using a multitude of structures that
might otherwise be used in a kinematic coupling.

The concave alignment structures, shown in Fig. 7, con-
sist of eight arrays (two per wafer edge) of 22 KOH-etched
pyramid-structures mounted on the tip of cantilever flexures
[21]. The convex structures consist of matching arrays of
v-trenches (trenches verses grooves because the bottoms are
flat) patterned on a boss, shown in Fig. 8. When the two wafers
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Solid models illustrating the boss and v-groove arrays of the
concave structures and (b) of the assembled structures.

are stacked upon each other, the wafer chuck is tapped lightly6

in a direction normal to the wafers so the vibration overcomes
any friction between the contact interfaces and lets the wafers
settle into place. The wafers are then preloaded together and
the interface between the v-trenches and the pyramid causes the
flexures to bend. The mating structures self-align the wafers
achieving an elastic averaging effect as also shown in the
assembled state in Fig. 8.

V. DESIGN OFALIGNMENT FEATURES

Table IV presents the dimensions of both concave and
convex features. Both features are sized to minimize wafer
intrusion while keeping the cantilever strain below 0.2% for a
150 cantilever tip deflection. The pyramids are sized such
that a compact convex corner compensating structure (CCCS),
shown in Fig. 9 and designed after [23], can be fitted between
the pyramids. The CCCS is needed to prevent beveling of the
pyramid’s convex corners. Generous radii were patterned on
the cantilevers’ bases during the DRIE step to prevent stress
concentration. A halo-mask was used during the DRIE step to
shorten the process time and to maintain a constant etch rate
throughout the whole wafer.

VI. M ICROFABRICATION

Three micron feature size alignment marks were patterned on
the wafer front side (for convex feature wafers) and the wafer

6How much tapping is required is a parameter that was not quantified, but
will be the subject of future work to determine repeatability as a function of
vibration direction, amplitude and duration.

TABLE IV
CONCAVE AND CONVEX ELEMENT FEATURE SIZES

back side (for concave feature wafers) of 4-inch double-sided
polished (100) silicon wafers. The convex features were fabri-
cated with a backside KOH-timed etch, which created a 300-
-deep pit that defined the cantilever thickness and the pyramid
structures. A front-side DRIE released the cantilevers. The con-
cave features were bulk micro-machined through a single timed
KOH etch, which thinned out most of the wafer, leaving eight
bosses with an equal number of v-trench arrays. Figs. 10 and 11
show the detailed fabrication process for both convex element
feature wafers and concave element feature wafers, respectively.

Figs. 12 and 13 show SEM pictures of the convex coupling
features and array, as seen from the bottom of the wafer. Note
in Figs. 12 and 13, that although CCCS were used to mask this
wafer, the convex pyramid corners are beveled. This wafer was
purposely overetched during the timed KOH etch to ensure no
traces of the CCCS would be present, which could interfere
between the convex and the concave features during wafer as-
sembly. Fig. 14 shows a close up view of the boss and v-trenches
or concave structures. The alignment marks were patterned with
a standard e-beam written mask. The KOH etches of both con-
cave and convex structures, as well as the DRIE steps were pat-
terned using masks made from emulsion transparencies.

VII. T ESTING PASSIVE ALIGNMENT FEATURES

Testing of the passive wafer alignment features was done on
an Electronics Vision Group™ TBM8™ wafer alignment in-
spection system, as shown in Fig. 15. Two stacked wafers were
mounted on the TBM8™, aligned roughly and tapped lightly
on the wafer chuck about 25 mm from the wafers in a direc-
tion normal to the wafer plane to help the wafer alignment el-
ements engage and align the wafers. After the top wafer had
reached a stable position (i.e., would not move after tapping),
the front-to-back side alignment accuracy was determined, by
measuring the relative position of the alignment marks on both
wafers. The wafer was then removed and put back on many
times so repeatability could be determined. Submicron repeata-
bility and accuracy in the order of 1 were shown through
testing. Table V shows the performance of the measurement
system as determined through a “cap test”, whereby a wafer
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Fig. 9. Convex corner compensating structure (CCCS).

Fig. 10. Fabrication process flow for convex element wafer.

was coupled and not removed, while its position was measured
many times. Fig. 16 shows the nomenclature used for the wafer
level experiment results and describes how repeatability, accu-
racy, error vector magnitude and error vector repeatability were
calculated.

Table VI shows the results of a 20-cycle assembly and disas-
sembly sequence, where all 96 cantilever/pyramid elements are
used. The grooves showed signs of wear after many dozens of

Fig. 11. Fabrication process flow for concave element wafer.

Fig. 12. Convex feature: Pyramid on cantilever’s tip.
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Fig. 13. Array of convex structures.

Fig. 14. Array of concave structures (notice bosses and v-trenches).

Fig. 15. Testing of the passively mechanically aligned wafers. Notice wafer
with convex features lies at the bottom.

couplings, so a second set of wafers was used for experiments
where the cantilevers were to be successively broken off starting
at the corners and working inward as shown in Fig. 17(a). In-
tuition may seem to indicate that it would be better to work
outward to end up with 8 cantilevers as shown in Fig. 17(b);

Fig. 16. Nomenclature used for wafer level experiments: (a) bottom wafer
alignment mark position (BWAM) used as reference; (b) top wafer alignment
mark position (TWAM) at a particular assembly cycle; (c) average position
of all TWAM (accuracy); (d), (e) accuracy inX andY direction; (f) error
vector magnitude; and (g) repeatability. The repeatability inX andY is taken
as the range of TWAM data in each direction, respectively. The error vector
repeatability is calculated as the range of the magnitude of the error vectors.

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE OF THETBM8 WAFER ALIGNMENT MEASUREMENT

SYSTEM, AS DETERMINED WITH “CAP TEST”

however, it was felt that with the form of Fig. 17(a), if the de-
sired performance was achieved, then the form of Fig. 17(c)
could ultimately be used which would increase the baseline dis-
tance, thus increasing accuracy further, and requiring less valu-
able wafer space to be consumed by the coupling mechanism.

During this experiment, repeatability and accuracy were mea-
sured as a function of the number of engaged features. Submi-
crometer repeatability was achieved with as little as 8 mating
features. Table VII shows repeatability and accuracy as a func-
tion of the number of engaged features. The offset between re-
peatability and accuracy is assumed to be caused by misalign-
ment of the masks used to pattern the structures. This misalign-
ment is a fraction of the minimum 20 feature size of the
masks made from emulsion transparencies. The data shows that
the use of many features does not necessarily provide a great
increase in accuracy or repeatability as might be expected, but
such increases are expected when there are random errors in the
elements. The accuracy error is hypothesized to be systematic
in the alignment fiducials, and the repeatability even with only
8 features (two per side) is very good; hence we conclude that
wafers can be mechanically aligned to each other using just two
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Fig. 17. (a) The wafer coupling locations after the cantilevers were broken off. (b) An intuitive pattern that was not used. (c) The pattern that shouldbe used as a
result of measurements which showed excellent performance was obtained by (a).

TABLE VI
TEST RESULTS FORWAFERS M-2 AND F-1 USING ALL

96 CANTILEVERS (CONTACTS)

TABLE VII
TEST RESULTS(�m) FOR WAFERS M-2 AND F-2 AS A FUNCTION OF

REDUCING THENUMBER OF CANTILEVERS (CONTACTS) FOREACH TEST

of these features per quadrant. This will minimally intrude on
the useful wafer surface area.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

The results of this work validate that it is possible to achieve
submicron alignment of multiwafer assemblies, without the
need for optical alignment hardware, using passive mechanical
alignment features. Thus, this technique can have significant
impact in multiwafer MEMS and stacked 3-D ICs. The present
implementation does not work for anodic or fusion bonding
applications, due to the KOH etch roughness, unless SOI wafers
were used. However, we are pursuing design modifications to
simplify the design.

Specifically, it is hypothesized that the pyramid structure
could also alternatively be formed by an appropriate metal struc-
ture, formed by plating for example, that would protrude form
the surface of a polished wafer and mate with annular structures
made by DRIE to form essentially the same type of interface
used by LEGOs; hence stacks of wafers aligned (coupled) in
this manner could then be fusion bonded. In addition, the metal
protrusions could be made as surfaces of revolution, which
should increase accuracy by reducing edge contacts.

Furthermore, the requirement for tapping the wafers to ensure
that the alignment elements properly engage needs to be studied.
Future tests will be done to determine repeatability as a function
of vibration direction, amplitude and duration.
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